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Capital Cost Reduction
Efficient use of your IT budget demands an understanding of the performance impact
that can be achieved with each investment. IT Guru provides the quantitative
answers. The result: IT budgets that spend less and achieve more.

Operational Efficiency Improvement
IT organizations are dependent on highly skilled individuals to identify and solve
technical problems. IT Guru provides structured, repeatable diagnostic and valida-
tion functions that accelerate problem resolution, thereby alleviating pressure to
increase IT staff.

Business Productivity Increase
Business productivity can easily be linked to application response time since knowl-
edge workers are dependent on enterprise applications to perform their daily work.
IT Guru optimizes application response times by pinpointing application bottlenecks
and supporting smooth application deployments.

Risk Reduction
Enterprises are exposed to significant risk from potential security violations, govern-
ment regulations, performance problems, and failures. Using IT Guru, IT managers
can perform periodic network integrity and security audits, simulate failures and over-
load conditions, and increase visibility required to minimize these risks.

Why IT Guru is Essential for Enterprise IT Organizations

OPNET’s extensive, diverse customer base includes some of the world’s most sophisticated enter-
prise IT organizations. They achieve significant return on investment (ROI) from their use of IT Guru.

Enterprises rely on networked applications and the supporting IT infrastructure to successfully operate

their businesses. Business growth pressures combined with the complexity of today's technologies

have forced enterprises to confront significant challenges in the cost-effective management of net-

works and applications. 

OPNET IT Guru enables groups in operations, planning, and application development to be far more

effective in addressing these challenges. IT Guru is unique because of its ability to model the entire

network, including its routers, switches, protocols, systems, and the individual applications they sup-

port. The intelligence embedded in IT Guru builds on two decades of OPNET development.

“Prior to our work with OPNET, IT engi-

neers spent a significant amount of

time analyzing trace data and per-

formance metrics, frequently arriving

at different and conflicting conclu-

sions on the cause of performance

problems. We want to spend less

time firefighting and spend more time

focusing on SunTrust’s strategic busi-

ness goals. OPNET is a key enabler in

this transformation."

Manager, Network Planning

and Engineering

SunTrust Banks, Inc.

“

”
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IT Guru provides a Virtual Network Environment that models the behavior of your entire network,

including its routers, switches, protocols, systems, and individual applications. By working in the

Virtual Network Environment, IT managers, network and system planners, and operations staff are

empowered to more effectively diagnose difficult problems, validate changes before they are

implemented, and plan for future scenarios including growth and failure. 
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Plan

Diagnose
Performance and

Configuration Problems
• Visualize your network, traffic

flows, and application transac-
tions

• Debug network configuration
errors

• Quickly determine root-cause
of poor performance (server,
network, or client) 

• Audit compliance with network
security policies

Validate Changes
Prior to Implementation
• Test network configuration

changes before implementa-
tion

• Right-size capacity upgrades

• Tune protocols with confi-
dence

• Validate QoS policies prior to
deployment

• Analyze system upgrades, con-
solidations, and relocations

Plan Ahead for Growth
and High Availability

• Establish budgets with quanti-
tative justification

• Define realistic SLAs for appli-
cation response time

• Plan upgrades for traffic growth
or new facilities

• Design networks resilient to
failures

• Optimize the deployment of
new technologies and mission-
critical applications

IT Guru’s Virtual Network Environment 

"Performance management has to be

viewed from an application perspec-

tive, and application transactions need

to be tracked end-to-end through the

entire infrastructure including client

devices, routing protocols, network

configurations, server architectures

and other components. Integrated

solutions that address this end-to-end

requirement will have a big impact."

Gartner

“

”



Network Management Systems and Configuration Data
Leverage the discovery provided by network management tools to generate network models.
Import part or all of the network, replicating all devices individually, or aggregating at the segment
or subnet level. IT Guru can also create your network model from device configuration files, auto-
matically setting configurations on each router.

Load your network model with 'traffic matrix'
information representing traffic flows between
end-systems. Import 'background traffic', to
create a baseline load on your network infra-
structure.

IT Guru can recreate the behavior of the exist-
ing network or predict performance in what-if sce-
narios.

The Intelligence to Understand

Application Trace Captures

Use the Application Characterization
Environment (ACE) to visualize application
transactions both at the application message
level and the network packet level. Understand
the interactions and dependencies among
clients and servers as viewed through the net-
work. ACE interoperates with popular protocol
analyzers and also provides its own remote
agents to record application transactions. ACE
uses filters to focus on specific applications of
interest.

ACE creates application fingerprints that can
be used for troubleshooting. ACE information
can also be used to drive simulations, and for
predicting application performance over any
infrastructure with any number of users.

Visualize application transactions with ACE

Model IT infrastructure from an
end-to-end perspective

OPNET Technologies, Inc.

 



Device Configuration

Use NetDoctor to proactively identify problematic
device configurations, including policy violations
related to security, routing, and network address-
ing.  NetDoctor systematically checks your entire
network, automatically reporting on problems
that might otherwise go undetected due to the
sheer volume of configuration information.
NetDoctor's comprehensive rule suites are open
and extensible, enabling users to incorporate
best practices into troubleshooting, configuration
management, and change management.  New
security rules include checks for TACACS+,
RADIUS, and AAA misconfigurations, and are
based on established benchmarks such as the
Cisco SAFE Blueprint, and NSA's Router Security
Configuration Guide.

Application Performance

IT Guru shows the delay components of applica-
tion response time, including those related to
clients, systems, propagation, transmission, and
protocols. IT Guru’s AppDoctor identifies trouble
spots and provides recommendations enabling
you to optimize the application to meet desired
performance levels. IT Guru leverages over 700 application and protocol decodes to enable quick
identification and troubleshooting of performance problems.

The Intelligence to Diagnose Problems

AppDoctor Diagnosis explains specific sources of delay
and provides recommendations

Leverage a comprehensive suite of network security rules
to reduce policy violations and costly breaches.

AppDoctor Summary shows each contributing factor to
total delay

"Device mis-configuration remains a

major obstacle to achieving high net-

work uptime. OPNET's products direct-

ly address this challenge by validating

configuration changes and automating

configuration auditing. This is a vital

area in Cisco's model for High

Availability Networking."

Senior Director of Network Systems
Software Marketing
Cisco Systems

“We use IT Guru to identify problems

with applications on LANs and WANs. I

bought this tool out of self-defense,

because when  applications don't func-

tion the way the user expects, the prob-

lem is always ‘the network is dragging!’”

Director of Enterprise Networks 
and Integration Services
Ahold USA

“

”



IT Guru’s Virtual Network Environment provides a buffer
between the network manager and the operational network
by validating changes prior to implementation.

• NetDoctor module catches errors introduced by modifica-
tions to device configuration files.

• Flow Analysis module instantly predicts link utilizations
after configuration or topological changes are made.

• Protocol models verify if protocol tuning achieves the
desired effect.

• Enhanced Hybrid Simulation feature accurately esti-
mates benefits of QoS policy mod-
ifications.

• Server and mainframe models pre-
dict performance impact of
changes to hardware configurations
(LPARs, CPU, I/O) and application
workloads, as well as system con-
solidation and relocation.

The Intelligence to 
Validate Changes Before Operational Implementation

The Intelligence to 
Plan Ahead for Growth and High Availability 
IT Guru blends best-in-class discrete event simulation, analytical modeling, and rules-based analy-
sis to deliver accurate performance predictions in what-if scenarios. This empowers network man-
agers to plan ahead with unprecedented confidence and precision.

• Simulate projected traffic growth to identify neces-
sary network upgrades and associated costs.

• Perform exhaustive failure analysis to determine
risk areas, and plan redundant routes.

• Define service-level agreements (SLAs) for any 
metric, such as application response time.

• Design a cost-effective, optimized
network that incorporates new tech-
nologies such as wireless LANs,
Gigabit Ethernet, ATM, and VoIP.

• Optimize labor-intensive application
deployments by right-sizing network
resources, fine-tuning protocols,
and configuring servers in advance.

Use IT Guru to vali-
date changes,
including enhance-
ments to server
configurations

Analyze the impact of large scale 
application deployments

OPNET Technologies, Inc.

“Our team must be confident that the

FAA network is optimized, so we can

concentrate our energies on our most

important mission — maintaining pas-

sengers’ flying safety. OPNET provides

us with assurance in this area.”

Program Manager 
Federal Aviation Administration

“

“Networked applications are crucial to

our core business. We find IT Guru’s

capabilities to be very important for

maintaining smooth operations of our

mission-critical applications. Before tools

like IT Guru came along, it was extreme-

ly difficult to find these many perform-

ance problems. Now we can isolate the

root causes almost immediately after

hearing complaints, or in many cases,

before the problems even occur.”

Network Project Manager
TNT Express

”



Problem
A financial services company established a need to deploy a web-based application for customer-fac-
ing staff at 92 sites. The application required access to a corporate database in order to execute
customer transactions. The access speed from a typical site was
56 Kbps. Since the revenue model associated with the project
depended on the number of financial transactions successfully
executed each day, a service-level agreement (SLA) was estab-
lished for application response time: 95 % of all response times
had to be less than 3 seconds in an average busy-hour.

Pre-deployment tests on a local network yielded average response
times of 2 seconds. When the application was deployed at five
test sites, users complained of slow response times. Deployment
was halted, pending further analysis.

Solution
IT Guru’s Application Characterization Environment (ACE) was
used for initial troubleshooting. A packet trace was remotely
captured and application messages were analyzed graphically.
End-to-end response time was confirmed to be greater than 7
seconds.

IT Guru’s AppDoctor diagnosed chattiness as the main source 
of delay. The web server was exchanging many small messages
with the database server, resulting in inefficient utilization of
the network and the servers. After examining the application
message chart, the application team linked the inefficiency to
the use of a particular API. This was corrected with a modifica-
tion to the application’s source code, by switching to an alterna-
tive API that requested an entire data table at once. End-to-end
response times were reduced to 3 seconds at the test sites.

The team used IT Guru to evaluate the ability of
the network to handle the application at all 92
sites in upcoming months, as more users were
given access. Results showed that the desired SLA
could only be met at sites with access speeds
greater than 96 Kbps. Assuming usage increases
of 10% per month, the team determined the appli-
cation would fail to comply with the SLA within 4
months at several sites. 

Results
The response time problem was fixed. A budget
was secured for the upgrade plan to support
expected usage growth.

Case Study: 
Successful Roll-out of Distributed Applications

IT Guru predicts the impact of traffic
growth on SLAs

Minimize application perform-
ance surprises
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Avery Dennison
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Chevron
Cisco

Citigroup
Continental Airlines
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Cummins
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DaimlerChrysler
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce

Department of State
Department of the Treasury

DISA
Entergy

Ernst & Young
Federated Mutual Insurance

First American Corporation
First Citizens Bank

GMAC Mortgage
Groupe Accor/Siege

Heinz
HP

IBM Global Services
Independence Blue Cross

Kemper Insurance
Las Vegas Water Valley District

Mass. Water Resource Authority
Markel Corporation

Mary Kay
Merck

Microsoft
National Semiconductor

NCR

OPNET Customers
(par tial list)

About OPNET Technologies

OPNET Technologies, Inc. is a leading provider of management soft-

ware for networks and applications. OPNET's best-in-class solutions

address application performance troubleshooting, application deploy-

ment planning, systems capacity planning, network configuration

auditing, network capacity and resiliency planning, and network

technology R&D. OPNET solutions have been operationally proven in

thousands of customer environments worldwide, including corporate

enterprises, government and defense agencies, network service

providers, and network manufacturers. For more information about

OPNET and its products, visit www.opnet.com
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